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by Nina Bambysheva, writing for Forbes

Visa is piloting transaction settlement in stablecoins on the Ethereum

blockchain. The credit card provider that moves billions of dollars each day in

200 markets announced it accepted the first settlement payment in U.S. Dollar

Coin (USDC), a cryptocurrency pegged to U.S. dollar in a 1:1 ratio, from its

global crypto wallet partner Crypto.com over the Ethereum blockchain. 

VISA TO START SETTLING TRANSACTIONS

WITH CRYPTO PARTNERS IN USDC

by Jeff Benson, writing for Decrypt

Bitcoin miners claimed over $1.5 billion in Bitcoin block rewards and fees last

month, according to a recent report from blockchain analytics company Arcane

Research. Though mining revenue decreased toward the tail end of the month

as trading volume settled down, the monthly tally still constitutes a record.

BITCOIN MINING REVENUES HIT 

RECORD $1.5 BILLION IN MARCH

PayPal Holdings Inc will announce shortly that it has started allowing US consumers

to use their cryptocurrency holdings to pay at millions of its online merchants

globally, a move that could significantly boost use of digital assets in everyday

commerce. Customers who hold Bitcoin, Ether, Bitcoin Cash and Litecoin in PayPal

digital wallets will now be able to convert their holdings into fiat currencies at

checkouts to make purchases, the company said.

by Turner Wright, writing

for Cointelegraph

Last Saturday, a popular

Youtuber named

Stacksmashing published a

video that shows him

hacking a 1989 Nintendo

Game Boy in order to

mine Bitcoin. Despite the

creativity and the fact that

the miner only leverages

four double-A batteries,

Stacksmashing noted that

the 8-bit handheld game

console was not nearly as

powerful as today’s

modern mining rig.

CRYPTO USER

MODIFIES OLD-

SCHOOL 

GAME BOY FOR

BITCOIN MINING

by Anna Irrera, writing for Reuters

PAYPAL LAUNCHES CRYPTOCURRENCY
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The governor of Kentucky, Andy Beshear, has signed a bill meant to incentivize

cryptocurrency miners to set up shop in the state into law. The new law “provides

sales and use tax exemptions on the tangible personal property directly used and the

electricity used in commercial mining of cryptocurrency” and amends the state’s

utility gross receipts license tax “to exempt electricity used or consumed in the

commercial mining of cryptocurrency.”

US: KENTUCKY GOVERNOR SIGNS BITCOIN

MINING INCENTIVE BILL INTO LAW
by Oluwapelumi Adejumo, writting for Bitcoin Magazine

by Aisshwarya Tiwari, writting for BTCManager

Major investment firm BlackRock has seemingly started to wet its feet in the BTC

market. Per recently filed regulatory filings, BlackRock held close to $360,457 in

CME bitcoin futures contracts earlier this year. While the aforementioned holdings

only represent a minuscule 0.0014 percent of BlackRock’s gargantuan Global

Allocation Fund on reporting day, i.e. January 31, 2021, it could not be established

whether the asset manager still holds any BTC futures contracts.

SEC FILINGS: INVESTMENT FIRM BLACKROCK

HELD BITCOIN FUTURES EARLIER THIS YEAR

by Liam Frost, writting for Crypto Slate

American investment bank Morgan Stanley plans to allow a dozen of its funds

to invest in Bitcoin via cash-settled futures and the Grayscale Bitcoin Trust

(GBTC), according to its filing with the Securities and Exchange Commission

published earlier this week. 

MORGAN STANLEY APPROVES BITCOIN

INVESTMENTS FOR A DOZEN NEW FUNDS

by Peter Chawaga, writting for Bitcoin Magazine

The KiwiSaver Growth Strategy fund, which is part of New Zealand’s national KiwiSaver

program, has reportedly invested 5 percent of its funds into Bitcoin. The program is

meant to be used as a retirement savings vehicle for New Zealand’s citizens, with tax

incentives and age requirements similar to a 401(k) account in the US.

NEW ZEALAND RETIREMENT FUND

INVESTS IN BITCOIN

by Ekin Genç, writing for

Decrypt

New York Governor

Andrew Cuomo

announced last

Wednesday the launch of

Excelsior Pass, a

blockchain-powered

COVID-19 passport, for

use across the state starting

Friday, April 2.

NEW YORK

LAUNCHES A

BLOCKCHAIN-

POWERED COVID-

19 PASSPORT

And that is all we have for
you this week. Feel free to
write to us on
contact@digitalmining.org
with questions and
comments!

This week in  the The Wolf Of

All Streets podcast, Mining

expert and Argo Blockchain

CEO, Peter Wall, discusses

mining myths, renewable vs.

non-renewable mining, a

shortage of Bitcoin mining

rigs and much more. 

Listen to the episode here.
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